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Abstract—With the current availability of high quality optical
sensors and the advancements of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), it is becoming increasingly accessible to acquire
extremely large sets of benthic habitat images. Manual characterization and classification of such large number of images for
relevant geological or benthic features can become very difficult
and time consuming. This paper presents a novel method for
automated segmentation, classification and thematic mapping of
bacterial mat from shell chaff and sand, on mosaics created
from an image survey on the North Sea. The proposed method
uses completed Gabor filter response, grey level co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM) and local binary pattern (CLBP) as feature
descriptors. After chi-square and Hellinger kernel mapping of
feature vector, Probability Density Weighted Mean Distance
(PDWMD) is used for classification. Initial segmentation is done
using TurboPixels. Our proposed method achieves the highest
overall classification accuracy and have moderate execution times
compared with the set of methods that are representative of the
state-of-the-art in automated classification of seabed images. Our
work illustrates that applying automated classification techniques
to mosaic composites produces a rapid (in terms of expert
annotation time) technique of characterizing benthic areas that
can be used to track changes over time.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Digital underwater imagery has become a widespread tool
for seafloor studies, owing to the rapid advancement in imaging
electronics over the past 15 years, and to the valuable information these data provides. Advancements in the analysis of
underwater imagery have not kept pace with the improvements
in image acquisition systems. For the vast majority of surveys,
a human analyst must still inspect every frame from a dataset
of underwater images to extract relevant information. Software
packages such as CPCe [1], Geotexture [2] have improved the
efficiency of such analysis, but human input and control is still
required. An automated process for classifying underwater imagery would facilitate the study of benthic habitat by reducing
the analysis bottleneck and allowing researchers to take full
advantage of large underwater image datasets.
This work is motivated by two recent cruises in the North
Sea. The cruises, integrated in the EU/FP7 ECO2 project,
surveyed the area overlying the subsurface CO2 storage site of
the Utsira formation around the Sleipner platforms. One of the
main goals of these expeditions was to test techniques for high
resolution optical imaging to create photo mosaics and map
bacterial mats on the seafloor associated with fluid outflow.
The cruises used a Hugin AUV equipped with a high-resolution
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digital still camera. Identification of bacterial mats and their
spatial distribution may guide studies to determine if associated
fluid outflows linked to CO2 escape, or to natural processes.
The goal of this work is to automatically classify such large
datasets to find out the approximate location of bacterial mats,
and distinguish these structures from other features that may
show similarities, such as shell chaff, which is widespread in
the area.
A few of the most challenging obstacles to classification
accuracy of underwater images include: significant intra-class
and inter-site variability in the morphology of seabed organisms [3] or structures of interest, complex spatial borders between classes on the seabed, subjective annotation of training
data by different analysts, variation in viewpoints, distances,
and image quality, limits to spatial and spectral resolution
when trying to classify to a free taxonomic scale, partial
occlusion of objects due to the three-dimensional structure
of the seabed, gradual changes in structures of the classes,
lighting artifacts due to wave focusing [4]–[6], and variable
optical properties of the water column.
Efforts to automate classification have been made for well
over a decade [7], but no single algorithm is yet widely
accepted as robust. Moreover, no previous work has directly
addressed automated bacterial mat classification as only manual identification of such structures has been attempted e.g
Barreyre et. al. [8]. One of the fundamental references in
automated benthic classification using optical imagery is the
work by Pican et al. [7], where grey level co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM) [9] or Kohonen maps [10] are used for
feature extraction. This method presents promising results on
images with distinct texture features, but is not robust to
variance in scale, rotation, illumination and blurring effects
in water. Marcos et al. [11], [12] use a feed-forward backpropagation neural network to classify underwater images.
They use local binary patterns (LBP) [13] as texture descriptors
and normalized chromaticity coordinates (NCC) or mean hue
saturation value (HSV) as color descriptor. The limitation of
this method is the use of mean HSV or NCC color features
which in many cases are not discriminative enough. LBP [13]
is also used to do identification of crown of thorns starfish
(COTS) by Clement et al. [14]. This method focuses only on
one class, treating the substrate and all other benthic organisms
as background class.
The work by Johnson-Roberson et al. [15], [16] employs
both acoustic and optical imagery for benthic classification.
This is a DRAFT. As such it may not be cited in other works.
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Acoustic features and visual features are classified separately
using a support vector machine (SVM) with assigned weights,
which are determined empirically. Gleason et al. [17] use color
and texture in a two-step algorithm to classify 3 broad cover
types. The main drawback of this system is that it needs a
specialized camera capable of acquiring narrow spectral band
images. Mehta et al. [18] utilize a support vector classifier
having pixels as features to do coral reef texture classification
for only two classes. The method fails on more realistic
conditions of noisy images and under varying illumination.
It is also relevant the work of Pizarro et al. [19], based on the
use of ’bag-of-visual-words’ [20] features. In [19], an image is
represented as a collection of visual words obtained using SIFT
descriptors. However as the number of visual words increases,
the time and hardware requirement increase linearly. In this
method an entire image is classified as one class or another.
Therefore within-image heterogeneity cannot be classified or
quantified. The work by Marcos et al. [21] uses LBP and
NCC histogram as feature descriptors and linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) as classifier. The method were only tested on
two classes of benthic habitats. Moreover, LDA classifier is
not able to perform constantly well for varied types of seabed
image datasets [22].
The work of Stokes and Deane [23] uses normalized color
space and discrete cosine transforms (DCT) to classify benthic
images. The final classification is done using their proposed
probability density weighted mean distance (PDWMD) [23]
from the tail of the distribution. This method is time efficient
with good accuracy but requires accurate color correction,
which may be disadvantageous on underwater images without
controlled lighting. The work of Padmavathi et al. [24] uses
kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) to project SIFT
feature vector on more distinguishable domain. However, this
method lacks proper comparison with other methods in varied
datasets. Beijbom et al. [3] propose a novel framework for benthic classification which consists of feature vector generation
using maximum response (MR) filter bank [25] and SVM classifier with radial basis function kernel. In this method, multiple
patch sizes were used, providing a significant improvement
relative to classification accuracy. However the use of multiple
patch sizes can be redundant and time consuming.
Our proposed method is an extension of the work by
Shihavuddin et al. [22]. This work achieves the highest overall
classification accuracy and moderate execution times when
compared with other related methods on standard texture and
benthic datasets. The method is successfully applied on a
large image mosaic of the Red Sea (created using 283 highresolution digital still images and rendering at 1 mm per
pixel covering an area of 19.2 square meters) for the thematic
mapping of the reef benthos. However, no segmentation of the
images is done before classification. Initial segmentation of
the image can simplify the problem of thematic mapping and
increase the accuracy (which is demonstrated in the Results
section). In the proposed method, this extension has been
added and tested for comparison as described below.
II.

S TEPS OF THE P ROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Our proposed method consists of eight steps to perform
overall thematic mapping of the underwater mosaic images.
The mosaic images are obtained by registering and blending

large sets of individual images acquired at close range [26]–
[29]. 29 high-resolution digital still images are used to create
the mosaic and are rendered at 4.05 mm per pixel covering
an area of 232.86 square meters. The steps of the proposed
method for thematic mapping are given in Figure 1 and
discussed in brief below.

Fig. 1: Steps of the proposed method.

A. Preprocessing
Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Specification
(CLAHS) [30] is used in the image enhancement step.
CLAHS locally enhances the contrast of images by dividing
the image into several subregions. This method works
very effectively for underwater still images of any size or
resolution. For our implementation, we divided the entire
image into image patches of size 192 by 192 pixels. Each
image patch is then further divided into 4 by 4 subregions
and CLAHS is applied on the subregions within each patch.
B. Segmentation
In the proposed method we use a fast superpixels segmentation algorithm called ’TurboPixels’ by Levinshtein et
al. [31]. Superpixels are dense over-segmentation of an image
into lattice-like structure of compact regions that respect local
image boundaries. Superpixels reduces image complexity from
pixels level to superpixels level through homogeneous pixel
grouping while avoiding under-segmentation.
In the TurboPixels method [31], initial seeds are dilated
following geometric-flow-based algorithm so as to adapt to
local image structure. This method combines a curve evolution model for dilation with a skeletonization process on
the background region to prevent the expanding seeds from
merging. The algorithm follows the region growing from initial
seeds with priorities to maintain uniform size and coverage,
connectivity, compactness, smoothness, edge-preserving flow
and no overlap of created superpixels. This method performs
moderately in terms of compactness, under-segmentation and
boundary recall, but it is highly efficient in terms of speed

TABLE I: Chi-square and Hellinger kernel functions. Here h
and h0 are normalized histograms, where h0 is derived from h
with first order differentiation. k is the kernel function, γ is
the regularization coefficient, i and j corresponds to histogram
bin index.
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Fig. 2: An example of superpixels segmentation using the
TurboPixels method. In the Figure, one pixel covers 16.4025
square millimeters.

(when compared with the other state-of-the-art methods for
superpixels segmentation [32]). The number of superpixels can
be selected based on the desired amount of over-segmentation
of the image. A comparative analysis with varied number of
superpixels based on the classification accuracy and time is
given in the Results section. Figure 2 shows an example of
superpixels segmentation using TurboPixels method on a small
part of the mosaic created from the North Sea survey.

An estimate of the probability that an image patch will
fall into any one of the defined classes can be fused into the
classifier. Two choices are possible for estimating this prior
probability:
•

Class frequency: an existing estimate of the actual
class frequency, such as the frequency within the
training data,

•

Equal probability: by assuming that an image patch
has equal probability of falling into any of the defined
classes.

In this work, we use equal probability as a prior.

C. Feature extraction

G. Classification

The combination of several independent features leads to
better image classification results than any single type of
feature [33]. In the proposed method we use Gabor filter
response [34], grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [9],
[35], [36] and completed local binary pattern (CLBP) [37] as
texture feature descriptors. We only used texture features as the
raw survey images of North Sea are in grey-scale. In the case
of the Gabor filter, by defining 4 sizes and 6 orientations, we
obtain 24 images of filter response. Using mean and standard
deviation for each of these 24 images, a feature vector of 48
values is created. For GLCM features, we use the 22 features
as prescribed in [9], [35], [36]. For CLBP features, we use the
rotation invariant format, resulting in a histogram of 108 bins
when concatenated for three window sizes of 8, 16, and 24
pixels, respectively.

Our algorithm uses probability density weighted mean
distance (PDWMD) classifier proposed by Stokes and Deane
[23] for classification. Final class labeling of an individual
superpixel is done by taking a patch (similar as training patches
i.e. 192 by 192 pixels) around the center of the superpixel
and classifying that patch. The PDWMD method considers
each of the classes in turn and computes Euclidean distances
between the sample patch and all training patches for that class
(manually created by experts). The mean of the three smallest
distances is taken to be the final distance for that class. The
final label is determined by choosing the class with the smallest
distance.

D. Kernel mapping
Kernel mapping is used to project the feature vectors to linearly separable feature space. We use chi-square and Hellinger
kernels in this step as shown in Table I. These two kernel
mapping emphasizes low frequent bin counts (containing more
discriminative information).
E. Normalization
L1 normalization is applied on the resultant feature vector
after kernel mapping to rescale all the features making them
comparable.

H. Thematic mapping
The last step of our approach, referred to as thematic mapping, applies the image classification to large area photomosaic
of the benthos. This step also includes morphological filter
to check for consistency with the neighborhood surrounding
each superpixel. Morphological filtering is an effective way
of removing misclassifications. The underlying assumption
is that each classified superpixel should have at least two
superpixels in the 8-neighborhood classified as the same class
label. Otherwise, the classified superpixel is re-assigned to the
most prominent class label in the 8-neighborhood. A potential
drawback of this approach is that the final classification may
tend towards dominant, contiguous-cover classes and reduce
the representation of classes that are present at small scales
(less than superpixel size) and rare (so that they are not
contiguous but isolated).

III.

I MPLEMENTATION

The proposed method is implemented on the images of the
North Sea survey for bacterial mat classification following the
flowchart illustrated in 3. This specific North Sea survey image
dataset comprises three significant classes: bacterial mat, shell
chaff and sand. These classes have been defined beforehand
through examination of the imagery from the surveys.

(a) Shell chaff

(b) Bacterial mat

(c) Sand

Fig. 4: Examples of training patches of each individual class.
Each patch is of size 192 by 192 pixels covering an area of
0.6 square meters.

The North Sea mosaic image is obtained by registering
and blending individual survey images acquired at close range
[26]–[29]. Afterwords, TurboPixels [31] segmentation is applied on the mosaic to simplify it to the superpixels level from
the pixels level. Patches around the center of each superpixel
are sequentially preprocessed, feature extracted, kernel mapped
and normalized (matching the training steps). The earlier
trained classifier is used to label each superpixel to the closest
class in the training set. On the labeled map, morphological
filtering is done to maintain the neighborhood consistency as
described in the earlier section.
IV.

Fig. 3: Flowchart of the implementation of the proposed
method.
We use a Hugin dive of the North Sea survey (Dive
10) which comprises almost 37,759 images. Initially the raw
survey images are cropped to the size of 1024 by 256 pixels
to remove the blurry and noisy portion of the image on the
borders. Patches (of 192 by 192 pixels) are extracted from the
cropped survey images to be manually annotated by experts
creating the training set. Figure 4 shows examples of a single
patch from each class. Experts manually classified 24,449
patches (9,625 patches of sand, 14,427 patches of shell chaff
and 447 patches of bacterial mat) representing 2.3% of the
total number of the image patches of the entire dive 10.
These annotated patches were later preprocessed (CLAHS)
and converted into feature vectors as described in the previous section. Thus each image patch is converted into a
178-dimensional feature vector. This feature vector is kernel
mapped and normalized as the next step. we use Hellinger
kernel and Chi square kernel to emphasis the low frequent bins
of CLBP features only. Later we applied L1 normalization on
all the features to make them comparable. This way, the image
patches are converted into features which represents texture
characteristics of the patches. The PDWMD [23] classifier
learns class boundaries from this modified feature vector. Equal
probability is used as prior for the classifier.

R ESULTS

There is no single method being universally accepted for
qualitative assessment of thematic mapping (in some literature
referred as spatial simulation model [38], [39]). In general,
confusion matrix (referred as error matrix [40] or contingency
matrix [39]) contains all the information to calculate quantities for quality assessment. Among these quantities, overall
accuracy (OA) [41], kappa (K) [42], average precision (AP),
precision-recall (PR) curve and average mutual information
(AMI) [43] are being considered in this work. The time
required for training and classification is also another important
consideration in the presented work.
TABLE II: Comparison of the proposed method with other
related state of the art method with respect to overall accuracy
(OA), average precision (AP), kappa (K) and time requirement
(T).
Method

OA

AP

K

T

Pizarro [19]

73.1%

71.7%

66.3%

9375.6 sec
4892.0 sec

Beijbom [3]

92.2%

89.5%

84.0%

Marcos [11]

87.8%

84.6%

75.4%

813.1 sec

Stokes [23]

90.1%

89.0.7%

83.5%

1464.6 sec

Proposed method

99.7%

99.6%

99.4%

2611.7 sec

For testing the proposed method and comparing with other
related state-of-the-art methods (Pizarro [19], Beijbom [3],
Marcos [11] and Stokes & Deane [23]), we use a validation
set. The validation set is the exclusive 60% of the training
set (randomly selected and not used for training). Table II
shows the comparative analysis of these methods based on
overall accuracy (OA), average precision (AP), kappa (K) and
time requirement (T). The method here achieved much better
results than others in terms of accuracy, precision and kappa.

TABLE III: Confusion matrix of our proposed method. The
rows show the output class and columns show the ground truth.
Shell chaff

Bacterial mat

Sand

8627 (58.7%)

0 (0.0%)

11 (0.1%)

Bacterial mat

0 (0.0%)

265 (1.8%)

0 (0.0%)

Sand

29 (0.2%)

3 (0.0%)

5764 (39.2%)

Shell chaff

our method achieved OA of 99.7% where the closest OA is by
Beijbom [3] of 92.2%. The time requirement by our method is
moderate compared with others. The method by Marcos [11]
is the fastest one among related state of the art methods (see
Table II).

(a) Entire raw image classified as sand

(b) Entire raw image classified as shell chaff

Figure 5 illustrates the precision recall curves of individual
classes using our proposed method on the validation set. In the
particular case of bacterial mat class, the average precision was
96.93%, which is less than that of the other two classes. Table
III shows the confusion matrix of our proposed method.
(c) Entire raw image classified as bacterial mat

(d) Raw image classified as mixed of sand, shell chaff and bacterial mat

Fig. 6: Examples of classified raw images dive 10 of North
Sea survey images. Each raw image is of size 1024 by 256
pixels at 4.05 mm per pixel.
(a) Shell chaff

(b) Bacterial mat

Experimenting with varied number of superpixels (ranging
from 281 to 8,000) created on a mosaic image of size 1,821
by 7,796 pixels, we found that after a certain number of
superpixels (approximately 3,000) the classification accuracy is
stable but the time required increases linearly with the increase
of the number of superpixels (Fig. 7). In our method we used,
2,880 superpixels for the North Sea mosaic image (where the
superpixels have approximately the one-ninth of the patch size
used for feature detection).

(c) Sand

Fig. 5: Precision recall curves for individual classes using our
proposed method on the validation set.
Figure 6 illustrates the classified mapping results of four
raw images. In this figure, sand, bacterial mat and shell chaff
are labeled in grey, brown and blue, respectively. In this
case, only sliding window is being used, without superpixels
segmentation.
One important parameter in the segmentation step of our
proposed method is the number of superpixels. If the number
of super pixels increases, on one hand the resolution of the
mapping and the classification accuracy increases. On the other
hand, the complexity and the required time increases as well.

Fig. 7: Effects on varying the number of superpixels.
One of the main contribution of our method is integrating

the superpixels segmentation scheme in the overall thematic
mapping framework [22]. We can ascertain that mapping directly on the mosaic image results in better accuracy compared
with creating mosaic from classified raw images. This is
demonstrated by the experimental results provided in Table IV.
In terms of overall accuracy (OA), average precision (AP) and
kappa (K), classification performed on mosaic yielded at least
4% more accuracy than that when performed on single images.
In terms of average mutual information (AMI), creating the
mosaic with classified images increases the performance.
TABLE IV: Comparison based on overall accuracy (OA), average precision (AP), kappa (K) and average mutual information
(AMI) between a) Mapping on mosaic images and b) Creating
mosaic with classified images.
Creating mosaic with classified images

Mapping on mosaic image

OA

72.3%

76.0%

AP

70.8%

75.1%

K

59.7%

63.0%

AMI

0.68

0.61

Figure 8 illustrates the thematic mappings created using
both our methods and the ground truth. In this figure, sand,
bacterial mat and shell chaff are labeled in grey, brown and
blue, respectively, as in prior images. The ground truth is
manually created by experts annotating each of the superpixels
individually.
The main reasons to apply thematic mapping directly on
the mosaic image are:

contributes to the field by demonstrating the effectiveness
of automated classification and thematic mapping with high
accuracy for the particular case of bacterial mats in sedimented
seafloor, an environment where the numbers of classes are
few and each class possesses distinguishable texture features
and sufficient training examples. The proposed method is able
to classify patches on the mosaic with higher accuracy than
other available methods. The framework, experimental results
and analysis of this paper constitute an important achievement
towards this goal.
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